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Official 
Saturn Repairs Bizarre Creations 

Reveals New Game! 

VIDEO GAME LIQUIDATORS U.S.A. 

DEALERS AND RESELLERS WANTED • SHIPPING BY EXPRESS MAIL ONLY £8 
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E3: Demos Exposed! 
Exclusive images of Sega of America’s E3 Dreamcast demos ■ Incredible custom hardware effects 
exposed and indeed explained! ■ Sonic’s very first Dreamcast “appearance” revealed! 
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Arcade Overload! 
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■ BIG SCREEN MONSTER 
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l „ i capcom - i This month we review the first two entries into 

Capcom's excellent Generations series... and since 
we've already checked out volumes #4 and #5, 
why not preview the bizarre quad-game third volume? 
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"Captain! The shields are down, life-support is failing 
and the engine-core is about to blow! If I can just... 
just... just write this preview of NEC Interchannel's 
new RPG before we... AAGGGHHH! IMooo!" 

Black Matrix 
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Well, this is it. The last ever SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE (M. It's been a 
funny old ride since I took up the 0*A answering mantle wwwaaaay back in 
issue 4t12. There've been laughs, tears and sometimes even a genuine, infor¬ 
mative transfer of data from my mighty intellect to you lot. And now it's all 
over, savagely curtailed by the powers that be. But hey - enough of this. This 
page is all about you lot having your probing, incisive gueries addressed by 
the man who knows (that'll be me then) so let's cut the yakkin' and get on 
with the letter answerin'! 
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Capcom rewards its fans with the first in its series of 
highly anticipated retro packs! Check out the bunch of 

it made the company its first fortune...; 
wonder, are they worth buying today? Let's find out! 

Capcom 
Generations Voll 

1943 
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Disc Two 





PLAYERS GUIDE] 

Players Guide Part Three 
sion and face off against old fang face himself. MATT VEO stakes his reputation 
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Megathon! 
Complete A-ZPart Two 
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The party 

may be over... 
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New Challenge Coference W '01 
Japanese launch ‘live’ 0 
Preview archive 0 
Import reviews 0 
1.5 party developer features 0 
Dreamcast forum 0 
Import shop 0 
Rich 0 

# 1 ...but the Dream 

§ goes on. 
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